HOUSE COMMITTEE ON FISH, WILDLIFE AND PARKS  
March 12, 2019  
VOTE TABULATION - HB 423

HB 423 - DO PASS

YEAS - 14    NAYS - 4

Y    Berglee, Seth; by Proxy
Y    Brown, Bob
Y    Brown, Zach
Y    Duram, Neil
N    Farris-Olsen, Robert; by Proxy
Y    Fitzgerald, Ross H.
Y    Fuller, John
Y    Knudsen, Rhonda
Y    Krautter, Joel G.
Y    Loge, Denley M.
N    Perry, Zac
Y    Runningwolf, Tyson T.
N    Smith, Bridget
N    Stewart Peregoy, Sharon
Y    Sweeney, Mark
Y    Vinton, Sue
Y    Weatherwax, Marvin
Y    White, Kerry

These votes are not the official record
Please view the Committee Minutes on the Legislative Web Site for the official record